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CHAPTER I 

THE WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE 

"Isaac McCaslin, 'Uncle Ike', past seventy and 

nearer eighty than he ever corroborated any more, a widower 

now and uncle to half a county and father to no one"— 
1 

thus begins William Faulkner's novel Go Down, Moses. 

Even though Faulkner immediately—and abruptly—shifts 

to a time several years before Ike's birth, this sentence 

is an appropriate beginning, for Ike is the central figure 

of tho book. 

To understand Ike's life, we must begin with his 

experience of 'wilderness. Ike's first full entry onto the 

stage of Go Down, Moses is in this passage from the begin

ning of "The Old People." 

At first there was nothing. There was the faint, cold, 
steady rain, the gray and constant light of the late^ 
Hosier dawn, with the voices of the hounds converging 
somewhere in it and toward them. Then Saw rauhers, 
standing just behind the boy as he had been standing 
when the boy shot his first running raobit with his _ 
fSt gun and almost with the first load it ever carried, 
touched his shoulder and he began to shake, not wi oh 
any cold. Then the buck was there. He did not, come 

H/illiara Faulkner, Go Down^Jfe^es, Modern Library ed. 
(New York: Random House, 19Aj.2,, p. 3. All subssquen 
quotations are from this edition. 

1 
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inuo sighoj he was^just there, looking not like a ghost 
but as ii all of light were condensed in him and he were 
the source of it, not only moving in it but dissemina
ting ̂ii,, alre ady running, seen first as you always see 
trie deer, in that split second after he 'has already 
seen ̂you^, alrea dy slanting away in that first soaring 
bound, trie antlers even in that dim light looking like 
a small rocking-chair balanced on his head. 

"Now, " Sam Fathers said, "shoot quick, and slox^. " 

The boy did not remember that shot at all. He 
would live to be eighty, as his father and his father's 
twin brother and their father in his turn had lived 
to be, but he would never hear that shot nor remember 
even the shock of the gun-butt. He didn't even remember 
what he did with the gun afterward. He was running. 
Then he was standing over the buck where it lay on the 
wet earth still in the attitude of speed and no t looking 
at all dead, standing over it shaking and jerking, with 
Sara Fathers beside him again, extending the knife. 
"Dont walk up to him in front," Sam said. "If he aint 
dead, he will cub you all to pieces with his feet. 
Walk up to him from behind and take him by the horn 
first, so you can hold his head down until you can 
jump away. Then slip your other hand down and. hook 
your fingers in his nostrils." 

The boy did that--drew the head back and the throat 
taut and drew Sam Fathers' knife across the throat and 
Sam stooped and dipped his hands in the hot smoking 
blood and wiped them back and forth across the boy's 
face. Then Sam's horn rang in the wet gray woods and 
again and again; there was a boiling wave of dogs about 
them, with Tennie's Jim and Boon Hogganbeck whipping 
them back after each had had a taste of the blood, then 
the men, the true hunters—Walter Ewell whose rifle 
never missed, and Major de Spain and old General Compson 
and the boy's cousin, McCaslin Edmonds, grandson of his 
father's sister, sixteen years his senior and, since 
both he and McCaslin were only children and the boy's 
father had been nearing seventy when he was born, more 
his brother than his cousin and more his father than 
either--sitting their horses and looking down at them: 
at the old man of seventy who had been a negro for 
two generations nox-/ bu x^hose face and. bearing were 
still those of the Chickasaw chief who had been his 
father-; and the white boy of twelve with the prints of 
the bloodv hands on his face, who had nothing to d o now 
but stand" straight and not let the trembling show. 



„ "D1* he do a11 right, Sara?" his cousin McCaslin S C-'.. L CI C 

"X Ho done all right,n Sam Fathers said, 

, i.'.ioy were the white boy, marked forever, and the 
o..Q ciarti man^sired on both sides by savage kings, who 
had marked him, whose bloody hands had merely formally 
consecrated him to that which, under the man's tutelage, 
he had^ already accepted, humbly and joyfully, with 
abnegation and with pride too; the hands, the touch, 
the first worthy^blood which he had been found at last 
worthy to draw, joining him and the man forever, so that 
the man would continue to live past the boy's seventy 
years and then eighty years, long after the man himself 
had entered the earth as chiefs and kings entered it 
.... (163-65) 

Faulkner then retreats in time and describes Ike's 

preparation for this moment. It began when Ike was big 

enough to walk alone from his house to the blacksmith shop 

where Sam worked on the McCaslin farm, Sam became Ike's 

teacher: "He taught the boy the woods, to hunt, when to 

shoot and when not to shoot, when to kill and when not to 

kill, and better, what to do with it afterwards" (170). 

At ten, after Ike has mastered the "settled country,' 

he is ready for the Big Bottom, for deer and bear. And 

he enters this new hunting ground again at Sam's side. 

He entered it. Sam was waiting, wrapped in a quilt on 
the wagon seat behind the patient and steaming mules. 
He entered his novitiate to the true wilderness with 
Sam beside him as he had begun his apprenticeship in 
miniature to manhood after the rabbits and such with 
Sam beside him, the two of them wrapped in the damp, 
warm negro-rank quilt while the wilderness closed 
behind his entrance as it had opened momentarily to 
accept it. . . . It seemed to him that at the age of 
ten he was witnessing his own birth. (195) 



The training all points toward the culminating 

moment of his first kill in the Big Bottom, the moment 

when he becomes a man. This "novitiate to the true wilder

ness" is no brief, easy thing. It is a period of new 

learning j.or Ike, a sometimes frustrating period of three 

November hunts when he must wait on cold and wet stands 

foi the opportunity that never seems to come. 

It. would be one of the poorer stands of course, since 
he vias only ten and eleven and twelve and he had never 
even seen a deer running yet. But they would stand 
there, Sam a little behind him and without a gun him
self, as he had been standing when the boy shot the 
running rabbit when he was eight years old. They would 
stand there in the November dawns, and after a while 
they would hoar the dogs. Sometimes the chase would 
sweep up and past quite close, belling and invisible; 
• • * • 

"I'll never get a shot," the boy said. "I'll 
never kill one." 

"Yes you will," Sam said. "You wait. You'll 
be a hunter. You'll be a man." (176) 

Then he was twelve and that last day came. "He 

pulled trigger and Sam Fathers marked his face with the hot 

blood which he had spilled and he ceased to be a child and 

became a hunter and a man" (177-8). For Ike- and Sam and 

all the other adults Involved, Ike's first kill of a deer 

was the moment when he passed from childhood to manhood. 

The boy proved his skill, the culmination of years of careful 

training by Sam. Ike is fully accepted now by the other 

members of the hunting group, who sit their horses and look 



down at Sam and the blood-marked boy: '"Did he do all right, 

Sam?1" 

The ceremonial quality of that moment, when Sara 

marked Ike's face, influences Ike's memory of the deer too. 

Tor this is more than a dumb ani mal. There is a magical 

quality about him: "Then the buck was there. He did not 

come into sight; he was just there, looking not like a 

ghost but as if all of light wer© condensed in him and he 

were the source of it, not only moving in it but dissemina

ting it . . .» (163). 

But this moment in the Big Bottom is more than Ike's 

coming-of-ago. If v ie stopped there we would miss not only 

the full significance of this moment for Ike, but also the 

meaning of Ike's subsequent actions. For this initiation 

into manhood is one more step in the growing father-son 

relationship between Sara and Ike, "joining him and the man 

forever" (165). Who, specifically, is Sam? His name, 

Sam Fathers, meant "Had-Two-Fathers" in Chickasaw (166). 

His father was the Chickasaw chief, Ikkemotubbe, from whom 

the first whites In the area obtained legal title to the 

land,* his mother was a quadroon slave whom Ikkemotubbe had 

acquired in New Orleans. Later, Ikkemotubbe sold Sam, Ms 

own two-year-old son, to his white neighbor Carothers 

McCaslin, Ike's grandfather. Thus to the whites of Mississippi, 

Sam is a black man, born in slavery, ostensibly freed during 

the Civil War, but continuing in a position of cle_ facto 
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servitude to the white family that owns the land on which 

he works, the McCaslin plantation. 

Bub for Ike, Sam was "sired on both-sides by savage 

kings (l6p). He "bore himself not only toward his jrke's 

cousin McCaslin and Major de Spain but toward all white 

men, with gravity and dignity and without servility or 

recourse to that impenetrable wall of ready and easy mirth 

which negroes sustain between themselves and white men, 

bearing himself toward his cousin McCaslin not only as one 

man to another but as an older man to a younger" (170). 

The white hunters accept this nobility.and are not affronted 

by his bearing, at least when they are within Sam's special 

domain, the Big Bottom. There, even though Major de Spain 

or General Compson leads the hunt, the hunters ask Sara's 

advice: "'What about it, Sam?' Major de Spain said. 'Could 

the dogs bring him back?'" (179). McCaslin1s opinion of 

Sam is typical of the respect the hunters have for Sara and 

also of the difference they feel between themselves and 

him: "'When he was born, all his blood on both sides, 

except the little white part, knew things that had been 

tamed out of our blood so long ago that we have not only 

forgotten them, we have to live together in herds to pro

tect ourselves from our own sources'' (167). 

Sam is thus Ike's mentor. But progressively Ike 

also accepts Sam's individual heritage as his own. Sam 

talks to the boy about his Indian ancestors whom he had 



never really known but whose heir he nonetheless felt 

himself to be„ 

And as^he talked about those old times and those dead 
anc. vanished men of another race from either that the 
boy knew, gradually to the boy those old times would 
cease to be old times and would become a part of the 
boy's present, not only as if they had happened yester
day but as if they were still happening, . . . (171) 

Thus, for the orphaned boy, Sam's ancestors at times become 

more real than his own, and Sam becomes the father that Ike 

lacks. Ike finds the father to train him to manhood in 

the wilderness; Sam finds an heir and a form of immortality 

in his spiritual son Ike, "so that the man would continue 

to live past the boy's seventy years and then eighty years, 

long after the man himself had entered the earth. . ." (165). 

This closeness between Ike and Sara goes along with 

Ike's closeness to the wilderness. Prom his first journey 

into the Big Bottom at the age of ten, Ike was extra

ordinarily sensitive to the wilderness. For him, this was 

not just a wild, relatively untouched landscape. He brought 

back with him "even from his brief first sojourn, an unfor

gettable sense of the big woods—not a quality dangerous or 

particularly inimical, but profound, sonuiengigantic and 

brooding, amid which ho had oeen permitted to go uo and 

fro at will, unscathed, why he knew no^, out dwaried and, 

until he had drawn honorably blood worthy of being drawn, 

alien" (175-6). 

Then, at the moment of that first honorable kill, 
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Sam "had marked him forever one with the wilderness which 

had accepted him since Sam said that he had done all right" 

(178). Thus Sam's approval meant more to Ike than his 

introduction to the male hunting clan as a full member. 

It meant the wilderness had accepted him. Ike's closeness 

to Sam--both as son and pupil~«and Ike's closeness to the 

wilderness go together. They form the foundation for his 

subsequent acts. 

In my fascination with the ritual initiation follow

ing Ike's first kill of the sacred, running deer, I had 

tended to isolate the incident and forget what immediately 

followed. But Faulkner embodies this new relationship with 

the wilderness in one last incident in "The Old People." 

His kill takes place on the last day of the November hunt. 

Immediately afterwards, they start out of the wilderness, 

Ike with the ritual blood markings still on his face. But 

then, suddenly, Sam reins back the mules and the wagon 

stops and they hear the sounds of a deer breaking cover. 

The party, with Sam's leadership, sets out to wait for the 

return of the gigantic buck which Boon excitedly describes: 

"If he had a nub on his head, he had fourteen points]" (178) 

They circle and wait, broken up in three groups at 

three likely crossings on a radge. Sam and Ike wait alone. 

Then they hear "the flat single clap ox Walter Ewull s rifle 

which never missed, " followed by the sound of the hunter's 

horn proclaiming the kill. Ike is dismayed, knowing that 



ho will not got a shot at the tremendous buck now. He 

stares to move out of the thicket when Sam speaks quietly, 

"Wait," Then Ike sees the buck. 

It was coming down the ridge, as if it were walking out 
of the very sound of the horn which related its death. 
It was not running, it was walking, tremendous, unhur
ried, slanting and tilting its head to pass the antlers 
through the undergrowth, and the boy standing with Sam 
beside him now instead of behind him as Sam always stood, 
and the gun still partly aimed and one of the hammers 
still cocked. 

Then it saw them. And still it did not begin to 
run. It just stopped for an Instant, taller than any 
man, looking at them; then its muscles suppled, gathered. 
It did not even alter its course, not fleeing, not even 
running, just moving with that winged and effortless 
ease with which deer move, passing within twenty feet 
of them, its head high and the eye not proud and not 
haughty but just full and wild and unafraid, and Sam 
standing beside the boy now, his right arm raised at 
full length, palm-outward, speaking In that tongue which 
the boy had learned from listening to him and Joe Baker 
in the blacksmith shop, while up the ridge Walter Swell's 
horn was still blowing them in to a dead buck. 

"01 eh, Chief," Sam said. "Grandfather." (iSlj.) 

This is the confirmation of Ike's new, closer rela

tionship to the wilderness and to Sam, who now stances 

beside him. Moreover, it marks his separateness from ch© 

other hunters who do not see the ouck. For Walter has 

killed a little spike buck; and Ike shares his experience 

with no one except Sam--and his cousin McCaslin, who is like 

a father to him and who had been led by Sam to the same 

spot and the same vision years before after he had killed 

his first deer. 

To summarize: Ike's "initiation" at twelve marks 
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not just his acceptance into the adult hunters' group or 

their recognition of his manhood. More than this, it marks 

his closeness to the wilderness and his son ship to S ara. 

This relationship to the wilderness and to S ara also begins 

to separate Ike iroo his family and his race, even from the 

skilled white hunters like Walter Ewe11, Major de Spain, 

and General Corrpson. It is General Compson who, four years 

later, after Old Ben has been killed, expresses this "dif

ference" to McCaslin in much the same words that McCaslin 

earlier used tc describe the same difference in Sam: 

"You've got one foot straddled into a farm end the other 
foot straddled into a bank; you aint even got a good 
hand-hold where this boy was already an old man long 
before you damned Sartorises and Edmondses invented 
farras and ban ks to keep yourselves from having to 
find out what this boy was born knowing and fearing too 
maybe but without being afraid, . . ." ("The Bear," 250} 



CHAPTER II 

THE ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS OF IKE'S 

WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE 

In "Delta Autumn, ,! the last story in Go Down, Hoses 

in vjhich Ike McCaslin figures, Ike Is almost eighty and he 

lies on his cold, hard cot waiting for one more dawn in the 

wilderness. Faulkner reviews in one succinct passage the 

key events of Ike's life in words that could be Ike's own 

thoughts. And once more, the ritual slaying of the first 

buck emerges as the starting-point for understanding Ike's 

life. But now, looking back on that first major event of 

his life, Ike understands its ethical significance, 

"though the boy of twelve had been unable to phrase it then: 

L slew you; bearing must not shame your quitting life. 

My conduct forever onward mu s t bee owe yaur. death. , . . " (351) 

Ethically, that boy of twelve probably thought only 

of the necessity of conducting the huno groperjLy. Hunting 

societies — such as the Chick&saws from wnom Sam traced his 

lineage—often follow rigid procedures in the hunt. The 

hunt is not a sport, but is necessary for survival; the 

hunters have to be worthy of the animals they hunt. The 

awe with which Ike and Sam regard the tremendous buck that 

11 
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they alone see, the brooding quality which Ike senses in 

the wilderness, the ritual marking of Ike's face—all these 

link Ike's experience of the hunt with a more "primitive," 

animistic view of nature similar to the beliefs of Sam's 

Indian ancestors. 

But as I have pointed out in Chapter I, for Ike 

the wilderness initiation grew out of and confirmed his 

closeness to Sam Fathers and to Sam's wilderness. These 

were the most important experiences of his life. Ike could 

be expected to reject anything in his life which conflicted 

with that closeness to Sam and to the wilderness. 

It is 1883, and Ike is sixteen. Stealing the key 

to the commissary from McCaslin's room after he is asleep, 

Ike lets himself into the commissary and locks the door 

after him. He sits down to read the old, yellowed ledgers 

on which his grandfather Carothers McCaslin, his father-

Buck, and his Uncle Buddy had recorded the births, titular 

freeings, and deaths of Carothers' slaves in the decades 

prior to the Civil War. Ike seeks the solution to the mystery 

of the death of Eunice, a slave, who drowned on Christmas 

day, 1832, six months before her daughter Tomey died giving 

birth to a son, Turl. In the ledger, his uncle Buddy stated 

categorically that she had drowned herself ("The Bear," 

267 ). Ike asks, as his father must have before him, 

,, , . x-y,-? nv qbe had drowned herself? 
Why did Uncle " the next succeeding page 
finding, beginning 00 una 
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what he knew he would, find, only this was still not 
it uscrusg tx© lcti©w tbis « 

Towj Daughter of Thucydus © Eunice 
Dorn_ 1510 dide in Child Ted June lBll'^and Burd. Yr 
stars f ell ' ~ —s~ ~ — 

nor the next; 

Turl Son of Thucydus @ Eunice Tomy born Jun 1833 
yr stars fell Fathers w"l 11 

and nothing more, no tedious recording filling this 
page of wages day by day and food and clothing charged 
against them, no entry of his death and burial because 
he had outlived his white half-brothers and the books 
which McCaslin kept did not include obituaries: just 
Fathers will and he had seen that too: old Carotbers' 
bold cramped hand far less legible than his sons' 
even and not much better in spelling, who while capitali
sing almost every noun and verb, made no effort to punc
tuate or construct whatever, just as he made no effort 
either to explain or obfuscate the thousand-dollar 
legacy to the son of an unmarried slave girl, to be 
paid only at the child's coming-of-age, bearing the 
consequence of the act of which there was still no 
definite incontrovertible proof that he acknowledged, 
not out of his own substance but penalising his sons 
with it, charging them a cash forfeit _on the accident 
of their own paternityj not even a bribe ior silence 
toward his own fame since his fame would suffer only 
after he was no longer present to aofend io^ flinging 
almost contemptuously, as he might a cast-off hat or 
pair of shoes, trie thousand dollars which could xio.ve 
had no more reality to him under those conditions than 
it would have to the n egro, the slave who would not 
even see it until he came of age, twenty-one years too 
late to begin to learn what money was. So_ !_ recxon 
that was cheaper .than saying My, son to a nigger he 
tho u gh t. fz6 0 -*27 0 7" 

It fs this moment when Ike comprehends the specific-

iniquity of his family heritage. Ike of course knew that 

his grandfather had bought and owned slaves. This buying 

of people obviously conflicted with Ike's sonship to one 
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of those former slaves. But until this moment, it is 

doubtful ii Ike fully understood the tragedy of the McCaslina' 

involvement in slavery. 

For Ike, the central meaning of this incident is 

Carothers McCaslin's unawareness of the individual impor

tance of his slaves. Carothers fathered Eunice's daughter* 

Tornay. But Carothers is also the father of Toraey's child, 

Turl. "The old frail pages seemed to turn of their own 

accord even while he thought His own daughter His own 

daughter. No No Not even him" (270). Carothers was so 

oblivious of his slaves' feelings that he could enter into 

sexual relations with his own daughter. He considered 

Tomey not as a person, his own daughter, but as property. 

Thus he coul.d ignore the incest ——he coulci even be unaware 

of it. Moreover, Carothers' denial of the personal, wor^h 

of his slaves extends to his own black son, Turl., 

that evil and unregenerate old man who could summon, 
because she was his property, a human being because^ 
she was eld enough and female, to his widower s house 
«nd p-et a child on her and then dismiss her because 
£2 was of an inferior race, and then bequeath a thou
sand'dollars to the infant because he would be dead 
then and wouldn't have to pay it-. 

As Ike approaches adulthood, the legacy to Turl 

begins to dominate his understanding of the nature of what 

he will inherit at twenty-one. As the direct descendant 

of Carothers McCaslin, he will inherit not only the plan-

i. 4.. , • i cousin McCaslin Edmonds has been running tation wmcn his cousin 

* V V • hhe very specific obligation to Tomey's 
for him, bus also she i 
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Turl and nis descendants. His first reaction to the tragic 

story of Eunice, Tomey and Turl, is to attempt to work 

out the financial obligation to Turl's descendants. James, 

Turl' s son--the Tennis's Jim that had been with Ike in the 

wilderness—disappears from the McCaslin plantation on 

December 29, 1885, the night of his twenty-first birthday. 

Ike attempts to find him to give him his share of the legacy 

It must have seemed to Ike that James was deliberately 

seeking to avoid the legacy. Ike follows him as far as 

Jackson, Tennessee, and then loses him. Returning home, 

Ike--now eighteen—returns the money to McCaslin and"adds 

hi3 own entry to those ledgers that overshadow his inheri

tance . 

In 1886, Ponsiba, Turl's daughter, leaves the plan

tation to settle in Arkansas with her husband. Ike follows 

her and. is successful in locating her. But in making sure 

that her share of the legacy will actually be hers, Ike 

does not satisfy himself that the debt is really paid. 

He finds her living in poverty; the inheritance from her 

whito grandfather will only guarantee that she will not 

starve. It cannot guarantee her freedom. Nor does Ike 

feel freed from his family burden inherited from Carothsrs. 

Increasingly, »• understands the nature of his 

•r hi q fa mily's history. In "The Old inheritance ana of his _a j 
. a nnlv in his ties to Sam Fathers 

People," Ike is interested only in 
blood ties have not made much 

and the wilderness, his own 
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impression on him. But in "The Bear, " Ike becomes aware 

not only ox the meaning of his family's history but also 

of the com lie t_ between his inheritance from Carothers and 

his relationship to Sam and the wilderness. 

Another way of saying essentially the same thing 

is that Faulkner does not give us Ike's wilderness experience 

and then leave us alone; he doesn't just let us muse over 

the depth of Ike's attachment to the wilderness and to 

Sam. By placing the stories of Ike's wilderness experiences 

in Go Down, Moses, which he considered a novel, not a 

collection of short stories, Faulkner literally surrounds 

those experiences with the wider story of the McCaslin 

family. And as Ike's understanding of his life broadens 

to include his family's history, so also does our under

standing grow. 

It is in the fourth section of "The Bear" that Ike's 

awareness of the conflict between his wilderness experiences 

and his family's heritage first becomes explicit. Ike's 

relationship to the ex-slave Sam Fathers had formed the 

foundation of the most important event of his life. 

That relationship between Ike and Sam was based on their 

value as persons without regard to race; if anything, they 

both felt closer to that vanished Indian clan than they 

did to either of their "public" racial groups. Now Ike, 

at sixteen, finds that along with his material inheritance 

he will inherit an obligation-financial and moral-to 
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his black relatives, an obligation incurred by Carothers 

McCaslin because he refused to acknowledge the personal 

worth oi his slaves, especially Eunice, Torney, and Turl. 

Nov;, Ike begins to learn more about the efforts 

of Uncle Buck and Uncle Buddy, Carothers' twin sons, 

to live without slavery. They had made the same discovery 

of the inj ustice. Even though they inherited the farm on 

the death of their father, even though they had lived with 

slavery all their lives, they felt the stain of it and 

tried to mit igate its evil while still preserving the 

plantation that was built upon it. Their first act was 

symbolic! they moved, out of the huge, unfinished mansion 

that represented Carothers' dream of empire, for it was 

slave-built and so was the empire. They built a one-room 

log cabin themselves, adding other rooms to it as time 

passed, "refusing to allow any slave to touch any timber 

of it other than the actual raising into place the logs 

which two men alone could not handle. . ." (2b2). They 

attempted to free as many slaves as they could through 

letting them work out their freedom; this story is set 

down in painful detail in the ledgers that Ike pours over 

at sixteen. 
• *. fail lire of these measures was fore-The inevitable xaiiuro ox 

~-p t -hnt- house — for there were 
shadowed by the construction of .hat house 

• I \-Y\C* VTP*L T) of FCH-0 SLCLVOS « 
some timbers that require a x • *-

wo finds Fonsiba in Arkansas, 
Similarly, by eighteen, wnen he find. 
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Ike sees the futility of attempting to cure the ills of a 

system founded upon Injustice, Ponslba remains in hopeless 

poverty, trapped by the accident of her birth. Moreover, 

for Ike to pretend that he can absolve the McCaslins of 

any further obligation to their black family through paying 

Carothers' legacy, is to ignore the injustice of the legacy 

to begin with. The idea of a legacy—to be substituted 

for the love it never occurred to Carothers to give Turl — 

is thoroughly obnoxious to Ike. It denies the personal 

worth of the people it is intended for. Ike cannot ignore-

that personal worth. Sam Fathers, an ex-slave, Is like a 

father to him. He has trained Ike in the hunt and intro

duced him to the wilderness. Sam is responsible for the most 

important experiences of Ike's life. How, then, can Ike 

acquiesce to a system which denies the worth of any other 

black man, espocially when they are part of his own family? 

So at twenty-one, Ike faces McCaslin, his cousin, 

and rejects his inheritance. At first, this decision to 

repudiate his material inheritance stemmed only from his 

.-v,r> i n iimti ces done the McCaslin slaves repugnance over tne injuouioot> 

and their descendants. But somewhere between Ike's search 

for Fonsiba at eighteen and his twenty-first birthday, 

T1 v. conflict between the McCaslin Ike has seen a further cotm 
_ ht,e wilderness and Sam. 

plantation and his c.msenboo 
. a. ™Cer>ns the relationship of men to 

This further conflict- conce-.no 
,1 OT, Atf-ain, this understanding 

the land and to one ano n---. . 
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grows ouo of his relationship with Saw and the wilderness. 

It is the result of Ike's broadening the application of 

what he has learned, in those relationships. • 

Ike expresses his new understanding in the tra

ditional Old Testament terms of the Covenant. The Old 

Testament covenant language was a central part of the 

religious herito.ge of the South. It had been influenced 

by Puritan Covenant Theology in England and New England. 

But Isaac molds the Old Testament covenant into something 

radically different from what he found in his religious 

heritage: in his hands it becomes a tool for radical 

criticism not only of his family heritage but ox 8.11 

society, and it expresses in religious and ethical terms 

the significance of his own wilderness experience. For 

God 

•made the e^rth first and peopled it with dumb creatures, 
and then He created man to be His overseer on the earth 
and to hold suzerainty over the earth. a^^t^®a^gal 

on it in His name, not ra?ion after 
descendants inviolable ahe lOx tver, earth 

HTlTHia SnSVtaot In the co-e.n.1 
but to holci un e ei TJ© asked v?as 

pJ^anfhumiS endurance and the 
sweat of his face for bread. \2jl) 

TTViich reau5red a relationship But God's covenant—wmch requixu 

, „ tt4-v.fi communal anonymity of brother-to the land based upon 'the comnuu 
rTOd shows man the way to "a 

hood"—was broken by man. ° 
v „ fif n^oale could be founded in 

new world where a nation o P~ . 
cmfferance and pride of one to 

humility and pity ana oU 

another" (25>S). But God 
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' saw the land already accursed even as Ikkemotubbe and 
Ikkemotubbe5 s father old Issetibbeha and old Issetibbeha' 
fathers too held, it, already tainted even before any 
white man owned it by what Grandfather and his kind, 
his fathers, had brought into the new land which He 
had vouchsafed them out of pity and sufferance, on 
condition of pity and humility and sufferance and 
endurance, from that old world's corrupt and worthless 
twilight as though in the sailfuls of the old world's 
tainted wind which drove the ships--' (258-9) 

What had "Grandfather and his kind, his fathers" brought 

into the land? They brought first of all the old-world 

theory of land ownership which denied the "communal 

anonymity of brotherhood" with which the land should be 

approached. It was this brotherhood and communal relation

ship to the l and that Ike had experienced in the wilder

ness with Sam. But for his Grandfather and his fathers, 

the land was something to be held by the individual and 

bequeathed to his family. 

And secondly, of course, they brought slavery which 

compounded the sin of individual land-holding by further 

denying the brotherhood of all men. 

Then Ike takes the final step in his application 

1 . , . _,Tn i, fg He theorizes that when of the Covenant to his own Hie. no 

_ u, , Jpre merely continuing in the New World God saw that men were muxoo-j 
•e brothers and distortions of His 

the oppressions of their 

Covenant that had wrecked the Old World, 

r-pandfather out of all ox them 
. . .'Maybe He cnose G ;be He knew that Grandfather 
He might have picked. * ge because Grandfather 
himself would no. fer^eb„i^that Grandfather would have-
was born too soon too, ̂ cendants; maybe He had fore-
descendants, the p Grandfather would have, 
seen already the descer 
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maybe He^saw already in Grandfather the seed progeni
tive oi one uhree generations He saw it would take to 
set au least some of His lowly people free-—' (259) 

Thus Ike xeels that perhaps God chose the KcCaslin 

family in order to work His purpose. 

Ike is not proclaiming his own virtue and certainly 

not the virtue of his grandfather. Instead, through a 

profound insight into the Old Testament covenant stories, 

Ike believes that G-od chose one of those very men who had 

broken God's demands for the New World--chose him and his 

descendants to be the vehicle for working out His purpose. 

We have tended to think of the covenant between God and 

man as somehow reflecting the righteousness of men, as 

when Noah "found favor in the eyes of the Lord ' (Genesis 

6:8). But in the covenant with Abraham, God chose Abraham 

with no reference to his virtue but simply because He 

chose him (Genesis 12:lff). The covenant is not a sign 

of nan's virtue, but of God's grace, God chose Carothers 

not because of his virtue but because it suited God to 

work through him and his descendants. Thus Carothers 

becomes a new Abraham, although Ike may be the first 

McCaslin to recognize it. 

But while Ike uses the Old Testament covenant language 

, nf the McCaslin family fate to explain his understanding 
+- wrahpd to the morality of the 

to his cousin, he is not limited 

7,e see" the obvious parallel of his name 
Abraham stories. lie see-

vo vmt he refuses to accept the 
to the name of Abraham's son, but he re. 



acquiescent role of the biblical Isaac. He will instead 

be 

'--an Isaac born^ into a later life than-Abraham's 
and iepudialing immolation; fatherless and therefore 
safe declining u.ae^ altar because maybe this time the 
exasperated Hand might not supply the kid--' {283) 

Ike does not feel compelled to accept this second Abraham's 

understanding of the covenant as the biblical Isaac did. 

He sees the burden of circumstances that surround his 

life; he v;as born into the covenant and into the inheri

tance of Carothers' injustice whose legacy penalized his 

sons, not himself, "charging them a cash forfeit on the 

accident of their own paternity. ..." But Ike also 

feels free to interpret his role in the covenant for 

himself, and to break away from Abraham's demands for immo

lation. Carothers would have Ike sacrifice himseli on the 

altar of the McCaslin family pride and its plantation 

built upon injustice and. the denial of brotherhood, Ike 

repudiates the plantation and immolation. 

The biblical. Abraham's rejection ox Ishmael, the 

first-born son but the son of a slave, parallels Carothers' 

rejection of Turl. Ike does not mention Ishmael but he must 

have been aware of this further contrast between the 

- -1 • _-i f mh01 original Isaac could be biblical Isaac and himself. lhau om0 
-1 u0f>fliue his father had rejected any his father's heir only because n 

crfrnlarlY, to accept the inheritance 
obligation to Ishmael. Si' - k 

. f accept Carothers' rejection of 
from Carothers is also p 1 



Turl as his son; trie plantation demands that Carothers' 

black descendants be treated as property instead of brothers 

and sons. Carothers was willing to recognize an obligation 

to Turl only to the extent of a $1000 legacy; it was easier 

to think of Turl as property, something to be bought or 

paid off, than to say "My son to a nigger. " But Ike has 

learned to love Sara Fath ers, who is also the rejected son 

of a slave. It is the most important relationship of his 

life. He cannot deny it. For Ike, the choice is clear: 

an inheritance that is built upon the denial of human 

brotherhood and upon the rejection of the black heir; or 

his son ship to the rejected son of a slave, Sam Fathers. 

So Iko rejects his material inheritance. In so 

doing, he declares his freedom from the curse brought on 

the land by his ancestors. And in his first words uo 

McCaslin it is clear that the wilderness experiences with 

Sam led to his dec is ion-the experience of sharing the 

land in the anonymity of brotherhood. 

^ ;J- T+- HPS never mi.ne to repudiate. 
'I cant repudiate u. It * B ddy,s to bequeath me 
It was never Father' s GrLdfa?her• s to 
to repudiate because _ ^ repudiate because it 
bequeath them ^eque^ ^ seli to Grandfather for 
was never old Ikxemotun Because it was never 
bequeathment a^ia rep^f J fche*si to bequeath Ikkemotubbe 
Ikkemotubbe's fatners' xathe.s be0*,se on the instant 
to sell to Grandfather °; *%^Jised} that he could 
when Ikkemotubbe discover! t nfc it ceased ever to 
sell it for money, on tha- . father to father, and 
have been his nothing. • (256-7) 
the man who bought E 

. legal inheritance he must. His 
But repudiate ^he -L&0 

„ts rf uncle Buck and Uncle Buddy— 
efforts--and the euork ^ 
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to work within the system of the plantation cannot 

possibly restore the brotherhood the plantation destroys. 

His success in finding Ponsiba and giving her the legacy 

is no success at all. All he does is confirm Car others' 

relations to his slaves —— the relation of owner to property 

instead of father to children or brother to brother. He 

has not righted any of the wrongs done his black family; he 

has merely confirmed them by acquiescing to a system that 

pays off people instead of loving them. The plantation 

means enslavement; the plantation means 

that slow trickle of molasses and meal and meat, of 
shoes and straw hats and overalls, of plowlines and 
collars and heel-bolts and buckheads and clevises, 
which returned each fall as cotton--the two threads 
frail as truth and impalpable as equators yet cable-
strong to bind for life them who made the cotton to 
the land their sweat fell on. . . . (293~ip) 

Ike cannot change this. He can onl.y repudiate it. The 

abuses of the plantation have a life of their own. If 

is a self-sustaining complexity that defies correction for 

it is thoroughly corrupted by tne injustice tnac uU^p.i ts 

it: 

the whole plantation in its mazed and intricate 
the linn the fields and what they represented in terms 
of cotton ginned and sold, the men and It 
fed and clothed ̂ ana even paw a- labor which pianted 
Christmas-time in return for rotton the 
and raised and picked and ginned the cotton, 
machinery and mules ana gear w lacernent--that whole 
it and their ̂ cost and funded upon injus-
edifice intricate ana ccwti - itY anc} carried on 
tics and erected by savagery not only to 
even yet with at tiw-s uable animals too, yet 
the human beings but tne valuable a 
solvent a n d  efficient. . • » t-/ 
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So Ike repudiates. He tries to make clear to McCaslin 

that his repudiation is his way of carrying out tho demands 

of God's new covenant on him, and HcGaslin acknowledges 

that Ike may in fact be chosen: 

'Chosen, I suppose (I will concede it) out of all your 
time by Him as you say Buck and Buddy were from theirs. 
And it took Him a bear and an old man and four years 
just for you. And it took you fourteen years to reach 
that point and about that many, maybe more, for Old 
Bon, and more than seventy for Sam Fathers.' (299) 

But McCaslin rejects the idea that Ike can truly 

be free of the curse of his inheritance. McCaslin too had 

had at least part of the experience of wilderness with 

Sam that had moved Ike to this decision. But its effect 

on McCaslin was quite different. Be understood Sam and he 

could understand the reasons for Ike's decision. But he, 

himself, could never repudiate. This was probably not because 

of any lack of courage, but simply because he thought such 

a decision was ineffective. 
. v,o f v-pft --Ho. not now nor ever, 

'And anyway, you will he fr . repudiate too. 

Sny it were^rue ̂ 1-"^ 

what fS,Tv?S - — 
always been.' (299-3^0) 

, ., Carothers McCaslin is an 
So for McCaslin the heritage xrom Ga.o 

i imprisons him. This marks the vast 
unavoidable one—and ̂ t i-.I ^ 

3 TVA Both see the injustice Tfofcciin ana ^uvu difference beov/een I-Ic^as -
Sahi v see the continuing] 

of Carothers' life. Both prooahly see 
Tke has tried to work within 

injustice of the plantation. I 
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that system and heal some of the injustices. He has recog

nized the impossibility of such half-way measures and there

fore seeks to free himself from that curse of inheritance. 

V/e are not told what efforts McCaslin makes to relieve the 

injustices of the plantation0 There is the one scene with 

the future husband of Ponsiba in which he seems concerned 

with the privileges and forms of racial status (pp. 27^-276). 

All wo really know is that McCaslin thinks Ike's decision 

is a mistake--a mistake because Ike can't really avoid the 

curse even through rejecting the material inheritance. 

For, McCaslin insists, even if you accept Ike's logic, he 

still inherits the land. 

•Becauso mark. You said how on that instant when 
Ikkemotubbe realised that he could sell tne land oo 
Grandfather, it ceased forever to have been . 
All ri'dit: ro on: Then it oelongea to Sam latne , 
old Ikkeriotubbe1 s son. And who inberltnd fro, San 
Fathers, if not you? co-heir Pe^ps vnta B,eon,( if 
of his life maybe, at least ox nxs quitting it. 
he 

'Yes. Sam Fathers set me free.' (3^6) 

r j-Vn'q relinauishing of all claims 
The most obvious meaning ox .hi^ -

, „ . fhqx. Ike is disassociating himself frora that 
to che farm is thai, l -tce is 

McCaslin feels is an inevitable 
continuation of slavery wn* -

•,-w^ the legal ownership of the 
part of his life. He rejects one i b 

J_ +-v,p blacks and the 
~ thp enslavement ox tne land since it requires the ea-id 

X. 11 „ TTA, rejects the white father 
separateness of all men. H-

. n 4-be "'and and used it as a too. 
(or grandfather) who tamed .he ^an _ 

x. c, tbe black father who is the 
for enslavement. He acc^i 
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inheritor of the wilderness. Through Sam Fathers, Ike 

inher-j-^s o ne- land, but this is land which nourished his 

sonship t/O oam. me land he inherits is not the cultivated 

and enslaving 1 and of McCaslin Carothers, It is the 

wilderness of Sam and that first buck—and Old Ben. Thus, 

Ike turns McCaslin's own argument against him and finally 

agrees that he is_ the inheritor of the land, but in a way 

that has made him free. Rejecting the inheritance from 

Carothers McCaslin has made him free; accepting the inheri

tance from Sam Fathers had made hira free. 

Thus, Ike at twenty-one sees his life in terms of 

God's covenant relationship with the McCaslins. Ike believes 

he can understand his past and the past of his family. He 

sees his family history as part of the continuing history 

of man's broken brotherhood and God's renewal of the covenant. 

He believes he can make decisions and take actions which 

are morally relevant to his own past and to hio xamily 

history. He sees the conflict between his sonship 

Sam and the plantation's treatment of black men as property. 

He seas the conflict between his relationship to a wildci-

ness not owned individually but shared with all men, and 

the plantation system of exclusive ownership. He feels ^ 

i -p rnri' p mv enant for nis time 
he can interpret the demands of 

» j tvc> 4 -n reiect his inheritance 
and upon him. All these lean -to 

from the second Abraham, Carothers McCaslin. 



CHAPTER III 

IKE'S SEARCH FOR HOME AMD SON 

Ike understood his life and his family history in 

terms of God's covenant with man. He thought of his life 

in terms of its continuity with Uncle Buck and Uncle Buddy 

and even wioh their Abraham, old Garothers. Therefore, 

his decision to repudiate the material inheritance was not 

intended to be a break with the family history. Instead, 

it was an attempt to carry out the demands of the covenant 

more fully than his father and uncle had been able to. 

Both his interpretation of the meaning of his life 

and his decision to reject his material inheritance grew 

from his experience of the wilderness with Sam Fathers. 

The rejection of the McCaslin plantation was intended to 

preserve the values that he had experienced in the wilder

ness: namely (1) the father-son relationsnip with oam 

and (2) the closeness to a wilderness that must not be 

owned or tamed. 

The confrontation with McCaslin forces us to consider 

a couple of questions: (1) Is Ike successful in preserving 

the values which prompted the decision in the first place? 

i % • i' of tlio McCaslin 
(2) Is Ike successful in avoiding 

legacy of injustice? 

28 
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Ike's attempt to preserve the relationship with the 

wilderness is continually portrayed in terms of his "home." 

The imagery OJ. the h ome is used throughout the story of the 

McCaslins, and we have already mentioned it in connection 

with the generations prior to Ike. The original McCaslin 

house was begun by Car others McCaslin but was unfinished 

at his death, "scarcely yet out of embryo, as if even old 

Carothers McCaslin had paused aghast at the concrete indi

cation of his own vanity's boundless conceiving" (262). 

VJhen he died, his twin sons, Buddy and Buck, moved out of 

it and into the one-room log cabin I described above. 

They moved the slaves into Carothers' erstwhile manor house. 

It is this less pretentious house, ostensibly clean of 

the curse of slavery, that figures in the first story in 

Go_ Down, Moses — "Was. " It is hardly mors than a cabin. 

The dogs have the run of the house, even having their own 

room. Like the MacCallums' house in jgartoimj^,, there is 

even a tame fox who wanders around the house precipitating 

a couple of hilarious "hunts" right in the house. It is 

a liveable house, one where a fox can tree behind the clocx 

on the mantel. But when Hiss Sophonsiba finally catches 

Uncle Buck and they are married, they (Uncle Buck and 

Sophonsiba, but not Uncle Buddy) move out of one cabin 

back into Carothers' mansion. It is here that Isaac 

born (301). So even Uncle Buck, who is attempting with 

his brother to remove the stain of slavery from 



plantation, finds himself back in the McCaslin plantation 

house. This-underscores the failure of their attempt. 

Uncle Buck's repudiation of the slave-built-house and of 

the system that built it was not complete enough. 

then Ike marries, his wife puts him in pretty much 

the same position that Sophonsiba put Buck in: she tries 

to get him co move back into the McCaslin house and reclaim 

his inheritance. Eventually she resorts to sexual black

mail and when he still refuses to try to take the planta

tion back--"I cant. Hot ever. Remember" (3l!|.)--she turns 

from him after climax and forces a "vow of chastity" on 

Ike in addition to the voluntary vow of poverty: "And 

that's all. That's all from me. If this dont get you that 

son you talk about, it wont be mine" (3l5)« And there is 

no son. 

So wo return to Ike past seventy--just as we first/ 

met him at the very beginning of Go Down, Mo s e s - - a man 

without property, refusing to really accept even die house 

his wife bequeathed to him, consciously living in imitation 

of Jesus' vocation as a carpenter (309), perhaps even 

consciously accepting the vow of poverty in imitation of 

Jesus. But, in fact, Isaac.is not homeless. 

a widower these tueiity years, wno in all his life 
, , ^ more than he could wear ana wxw 

7h . s aid lis hanl at on,- time, and this was 
in hi- poC/.ci/S c .nu i . j_ * a lean mattress 
the narrow iron COG and ds for deer and bear 
which he used camping in tne ^ loved the woods; 
or for fishing or simply because n« 
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who crwned no pr-opert y and never desired to since the 
ear oh w as no man's but all men's, as light and air and 
weather were; who lived still in the cheap frame 
bungalow in Jefferson which his wife's father gave them 
on their marriage and which his wife had willed to him 
at hex'1 d ea^h and which he had pretended to accept, 
acquiesce to, to humor her, ease her goinp; but which x-ras 
not his. . . . (3-If) 

But he spent the time within those walls waiting for 
November, because even this tent with its muddy floor 
and the bed which was not wide enough nor soft enough 
nor even warm enough, was his home and these men, some 
of whom he only saw during these two November weeks and 
not one of whom even bore any name he used to know--
De Spain and Conpson and Ewell and Hogganbeck--were more 
his kin than any. Because this was his land-- (352) 

The wilderness is Ike's home. He consciously rejected the 

McCaslin home and plantation and will not return to the 

McCaslin home. He has accepted the wilderness and the 

hunters' camp as his home. And this wilderness home is of 

course the home that Sam, his accepted father, gave to him 

as a boy. 

But in "The Bear" there is a hint that Ike will 

indeed lose this hone too. First of all, there is the irony 

of the hunt which destroys the very thing the hunters admire — 

the bear, Old Ben. Faulkner, of course, was a hunter and one 

would not expect hit, to be particularly moved by the city-^ 

bred sensibilities of non-hunters. Indeed, there is occasion

ally a trace of the traditional folk antagonism of country 

_ f> Tppulknsr' s comments on 
hick versus city slicker in some of Faulkner 

. N +- O RS TLR KILL O 1 
the hunt. This passage, coming axu -

of the purity and respect with 
running deer, is an example x ^ 

1c! killing of game animals: 
which Faulkner surrounds t-he K — 
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Because he was just twelve then, and that morning some
thing had happened to hlm;_ _ in less than a second he had 
ceased forever to be the child he was yesterday. Or 
perhaps that made no difference, perhaps even a city-bred 
rnan1)a^one a cnild, could not have understood it: 
perhaps only a country-bred one could comprehend loving 
the life he spills, (l8l) A 

And t he- hunts in xhe Bear-'' are marked by an apparent purity. 

He likej was sixteen. For six years now he had been a 
man's hunter. For six years now he had heard the best 
of all talking. It was of the wilderness, the big woods, 
bigger and older than any recorded document. . . . 
It was of the men, not white nor black nor red but men, 
hunters, with the will and hardihood to endure and the 
humility and skill to survive, and the dogs and the bear 
and deer juxtaposed and reliefed against it, ordered and 
compelled by and within the wilderness in the ancient and 
unremitting contest according to the ancient and immiti
gable rules which, voided all regrets and brooked no quarter; 
--the best game of all. . . . (191-2) 

So the hunting of Old Ben must be done properly. 

But, as with Ike's first buck, Old Ben has a meaning 

which goes beyond hi s status of a game animal to be properly 

hunted. It is this further status which gives a double-

edged, ironic meaning to the last hunt. First, all the 

hunters have a strange sense of pride in their bear, almost 

affection. He is a bear who "had earned a name such as a 

human man could have worn and not been sorry (230). 

Secondly, Ike's first contacts with Old Ben are 

wrapped in reliEioUs awe. He ia not permitted to see Old 

v,QQr. iq looking at him (203). 
Ben at first, but he knows the 

^ it is only after leaving 
When he finally does see Old Ben, 

j • „ f c - ~and then finally also 
his gun at the camp--as oam dir 

j „fPh When Old Ben appears, 
shedding even his compass and wa-ch. . 
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he is described in much the same terms as that first buck 

that Ike killed at twelve, or as the gigantic buck he and 

Sam saw later that same day; 

Then h^ saw the bear. It did not emerge, appear: it 
was just there, immobile, fixed in the green and wind
less noon's hot dappling, not as. big as he had dreamed 
it but as big as he had expected, bigger, dimensionless 
against the dappled obscurity, looking at him. Then it 
moved. It crossed the glade without haste, walking for 
an instant into the sun's full glare and out of it, and 
stopped again and looked back at him across one shoulder. 
Then it was gone. It didn't walk into the woods. It 
faded, sank back into the wildex*ness without motion. . . . 
(209) 

Finally, it is apparent that neither Sam nor Ike 

wants to kill him. After the episode with the fyce, Sam 

says to Ike, " 'You've done seed him twice now, with a gun 

in your hands. . . . This time you couldn't have missed 

him.'" And Ike m akes the same point back to Sam: "'Neither 

could you. . . . You had the gun. Why didn't you shoot him?'" 

For a moment Sam doesn't answer; then he says . 

"Somebody is going to, some day." 

»T knnu 3t » the boy said. "That's why it must be 
one of us?' Soit It be until the,last day. When even 
he dont want it to last any longer. Ul^J 

, i."up -! po-nress 10n that she bear So Faulkner creates the impiesoiu 

_ * +-v,<n, true hunters; he must die 
must die by the h and 01 one of 

• , --I th-s concern to hunt Old Ben properly 
properly. But mixed with this conoui 

Vmni-er do es, there is the 
and to kill him before an unuor 

die. Ike feels caught 
feeling of regret that Old Ben mu. 

,. , K>, ,, fierce, wild dog Lion will 
up in something. Knowing tha 

. , *-r>arlc old Ben successfully, 
be the dog they need to brae.. 



he should have hated and feared r-i rm v j • , 
T+- q ppripH -n V nm tit Llon« let h.e did not. 

se®l,^d °? 5, Jh«t ^here was a fatality 5 n it it 
seemed to him tnat something, he didn't know what, was 
beginning; had already begun. it was like the last act 
on a st£ke' was the beginning of the end of 
something, he dicin t know what except that he would 
noo grieve. He would be humble and proud that he had 
been iound worthy to be a part of it too or even just 
to see it t oo. (226) 

It is with this confusion of feelings that Ike enters that 

final hunt. He is proud to be involved in the last hunt 

for Old Ben. But there has to be some regret for 

If Sam Fa thers had been his mentor and the backyard 
rabbits and squirrels his kindergarten, then the wil
derness the old boar ran was his college and the eld 
male bear itself, so long unwifed. and childless as to 
have become its own ungendered progenitor, was his alma 
mater. (210) 

The very v/ay th at Old Ben dies is equally confused. 

Boon Hogganbeck kills him with a knife in a tremendously 

brave act, fighting to save Lion. Boon is clearly considered 

one of the hunters—his is one of the names that Ike remem

bers when he is past seventy and thinking of the old hunting 

days (352). But there is still a shadow on Old Ben's death 

because Boon as a hunter is something of a J°'*e• ^ 

never been known to hit anything with his rifle and even 

though he is considered a white man, his Indian background 

is clearly inferior to Sam's: "Sara was the chief, the 

prince; Boon, the plebian, was has huntsman (2c.2). 

is sometimes described an suo-human 
• Y fpef he had the mind of 

He was four inches over six - > hard shoe-
a child, the heart of a horse' 1 Ss or generosity 
button eyes without d®P^ ° or anything else, in the 
or viciousness or genden (22? ) 

ugliest face ohe boy had 
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But Faulkner couples this with a description that must be 

called affectionate: 

He was brave, faithful, improvident and .unreliable• 
he had neiuher profession job nor trade and owned one 
vice and one virtue: whisky, and that absolute and 
unques kioiung fidelity to Major de Spain and the boy's 
cousin McCaslin. (228) J 

So the death of Old Ben is both heroic and ironic. 

It is heroic because the hunt is arduous and long; it is 

heroic because it takes a final knife thrust by a brave man 

to take the life of the old bear. It is ironic because 

Old Ben does not die at the hands of one of the two hunters 

who best understood hi s place in the wilderness — Ike and 

Sam, It is ironic because Old Ben at the last moment is not 

killed for him3elf but to save the life of a dog. 

And finally the greatest shadow on the death of Old 

Ben is the death of San Fathers, who falls, untouched, as 

Old Ben dies. Ike had previously linked the death of Old 

Ben with the passing of time—"When even he dont want it 

to last any longer." It is apparent that wiu.li Old x,en 

death, Sam Fathers does not want to live any lon0ei 

And Ike knows that San will die; the others listen to the 

doctor who says Sam is only fatigued. So in one 

Ike loses both his wilderness teacher-father, Sam, 

Ben, the embodiment of the wilderness. 
vc - khere are other people present 

On that final huno, there 
_ fqmpipt15 who hcick6d 

besides the members of the hunters clan: 
pi„es of the Big Bottom, 

a subsistence living from u.ae g 
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loggers and sawmill men who made a living on the diminishing 

forest. Their presence is symbolic of the ambivalent nature 

of Old Ben's deaoh: they live on the wilderness, but their 

living destroys the wilderness too. 

Any ambiguity about the disappearance of Ike's 

wilderness home is removed by the last section of "The Bear" 

and by "Delta Autumn. " The year after Old Ben's death, 

Major de Spain sells the woods to the lumber company and the 

wilderness begins to fall rapidly to the saw. In the hunt 

described in "Delta Autumn, " Ike is over seventy and the 

wilderness has retreated--"drawing yearly inward as his life 

was drawing inward" (333) • The wilderness now seems to be 

not so much defeated as outmoded (3^-3)° 

So Ike lias no b bee n successful in preserving his 

wilderness home. Instead, he has been a participant and an 

onlooker in its destruction. However, he has retained a 

sense of oneness with the wild, untamed land—so much so, 

that the two of t hem, in Ike's mind, seemed to be working 

out their life-spans together. 

And what of the other main value thao prompted I^c s 

decision to reject his inheritance-the father-son relation

ship with Sam Fathers? Upon Sam's death, any hopes of 

tinuing such a relationship rest with Ike's hopes for 

Of his own. As we have seen, these hopes are shaken by Ike's 

• 4-v, viiri p fter Ike reaffirms his 
wife, who refuses to sleep with 1 

rejection of the M cCaslin home and plantation. 
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Tne f sith6r-son PG! sfi NNCIII-! ̂  • , n relationship ls naturally involved 

with Ike's understanding of the covenant, too. ike's 

plans for his future—his decision to repudiate — are based 

on his hopes tnau the covenant can be renewed with his_ son, 

the son who will be the third generation of Car others' 

descendants (259). From his father he had received a plan

tation enmeshed with the specific sins of slavery and rejec

tion of the black son, he repudiated that. From his mother's 

brother, Hubert Beau champ, he had received a coffee pot 

filled with IOU's, the symbolic embodiment of the liability 

of his material inheritance; he had kept that coffee pot in 

the midst of his voluntary poverty, perhaps as a reminder of 

the nature of that material inheritance he had repudiated. 

Cut off from his own whits family heritage by his own deci

sion, he felt himself the continuation of the adopted family, 

the spiritual son of the childless Sam Fathers, himself rejected 

by his own father. Sam's death, a tired old man destroyed 

along with Old Ben, loses its tragedy because he had a son, 

Ike, who could inherit the wilderness, But wno does Ike 

have? He becomes a repetition of Sam Fathers—poor, childless, 

but his wilderness is vanishing. 

Faulkner clearly ties the realization of Ike's hopes 

to the continuation of his heritage—and the covenant-through 

his own son in the same passage from "Delta Autumn" I cited 

above. Faulkner reviews dramatically the key events iron 

n  ^  + - o 0 n  w h o  w o u l d  b e  f r e e  o f  
Ike's life, and they all lead to ohe sor -
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the ^rse of the MoCaslin heritaBc, the son he doe; n ot. have. 

and. Sam Fathers said. 'Nov? qbnn1- ,0, „ , 
and the gun levelled rapidly without haste and SSished^nd 
he walked to the buck lying still intact and atiU in thS 

. shape of that magnificent speed and bled it wit),'Sam's 
knixe and Sam dipped his hands into the hot blood ral" 
marked his face forever while he stood trying not to 
tremole, numbly and with pride too though the boy of 
twelve had been unable to phrase it then: I slew vou-

bearin_f£ must not shame your quitting life."7Iy conduct 
forever onward must become your deatKT margcTng Mm for that 
and for more than that: ohat day and himself and licCuslin 
juxtaposed not against the wilderness but against the 
tamed land, the old wrong and shame itself, in repudia
tion and denial at least of the land and the wrong and 
shame even if he. couldn't cure the wrong and eradicate 
the shame, who at fourteen when he learned of it had 
believed he could do both when he became competent and 
when at twenty-one he became competent he knew that ho 
could do neither but at least he could repudiate the 
wrong and shame, at least in principle, and at leant the 
land itself in fact, for his son at loast: and did, 
thought he had: then (married then) in a rented cubicle 
in a back-street stock-traders' boarding-house, the 
first and last tine he ever saw her naked body, himself 
and his wife juxtaposed in their turn against that sane 
land, that same wrong and shame from whose regret and 
grief he would at least save and free his son and, :••• • • 
and freeing his son, lost him. (330-1) 

But, there is_ a son—and in the gift of a ton Ike's 

dreams are shattered. Ike, now past seven .g , 1 ! 1 '• 

on the cold, iron cot, dreaming of the wilderness w;.jch 

seems to be running out with his life. 

Then suddenly he knex^ -why he had neon le" 
any of It, arrest at least •that ( wh 
called progress, measure his onbbecause there 
that much of its ultimate fate. I ed tQ sce tho 

was just exactly enough of it. H as coevals, his 
two of them—himself and the wilderne* Qrary with 
own span as a hunter, a woodsman, assumed by hin 
his first breath but transited to him, assu ̂  ̂  
gladly, humbly, with joy and p taught him to 
de Spain and that old San Fatl e atjjer not toward 
hunt, the two spans running ou |ime*nsion free of both 
oblivion, nothingness, buo ino untreed land v/arpcy 
time and space where once mor rarik cotton for t.ie 
and wrung to mathematical shells to ahoot 
frantic-old-world people to 



at one another, would find ample room for both t-h* 
names, the faces of the old trmn > -r- /i -the 
and tor a little while oStilv^d mcvW"• a n d  l0 V 0 d  

shades of tall unaxed trees and' night 1 "he 
the wild strong immortal game ̂ anlo^e? S 
tireless beHxng immortal hounds, falling and rising 
phoenix-like to the soundless guns. (35k) 

Ike is reconciled to the wilderness' s dying out with him; 

perhaps he is chus also reconciled to the covenant's dying 

with him too. ihis is the old man's dream of immortality, 

his vision of a resurrected woods free of time and space--

and of the axe; it is, after all, some consolation. Perhaps 

the covenant simply cannot be realized or even continued 

in this world. 

Throughout his life, Ike has tried to live in accor

dance with that first kill of a stag, with that initiation 

into the wilderness covenant. It led him to repudiate his 

family's land because that tamed land was a travesty of 

God's plan for the New World; instead of a. home for brother

hood, the land had become a place for the white man's exploi^a 

tion and rejection of the black man. His own family history 

revolved not just around the exploitation ox the Dl.cJ.ck man 

labor, but around the exploitation of the bla^ man and wo 

own individuality. So Ike had attempted to heal the ill by 

helping his black family, but ended by only being able 

repudiate that land and that sin and tnat rejection 

black son. 

Then his dream of handing on his heritage 

hood and love for the land-his form of the covenant with 
-tc. disappearing 

the McCaslins--is destroyed; the wilaerneo-

arid he has no son. 
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Then comes the ending of "Delta Autumn." There i_s 

a son I With this final irony, Faulkner closes the story of 

Ike. The winter before, Roth Edmonds, the descendant of 

McCaslin Edmonds and the current owner of the HcCaslin 

property, had an affair with a woman--a black woman. And 

she has a son by him. And the pattern is repoated. For 

Roth Edmonds, of course—true to his "code" (35>S )--re jects 

that black son, repeating the sin of the patriarch, Carothers 

McCaslin. 

Moreover, there is a three-fold irony in this repe

tition of the pattern of rejection. And our evaluation of 

Ike's success in avoiding the curse of the McCaslin legacy 

of injustice, and our evaluation of his success in preserving 

the values of son ship and wilderness, must be made m the 

light of this irony. For, first, it is Ike who must give 

the money to the black woman who has borne Roth's rejected 

son. Roth will not face her, but leaves the money in an 

envelope with Ike while he goes out to hunt. So it is Ike 

himself who becomes the instrument of the repeated attempt 

to buy a way out of the obligation of a father to his son. 

secondly, this is not Just any black woman. She is 

the granddaughter of the rejected and lost Ishnael, Tennie's 

. , -fym* t1°sslv sought so many years before m 
Jim, vjhom I tee nad fruitlessly 

n ,nra ' ~\ pp-acy to Turl, 
i -v, Us a ehnre m Carotners order to give him his s.urt . 

c TVP finally completes his intent of distn-
his father. So Iwe 

5 n rnaking the final payment, the 
buting that legacy. Buo m mawi b 
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cycle of rejection begins over again. For now a new black 

son is being rejected. 

And finally, the payment is made in-the wilderness 

tent, Ike's true home. Even the wilderness is no longer 

frco of the taint of the McCaslin curse. Ike himself recog

nizes this in his final comment in "Delta Autumn." Hearing 

that Roth has shot a deer, he assumes that that kill was a 

doe--symbolic of how even the hunt and the hunters have gone 

vzro ng. 

Thus, Faulkner has brutally smashed Ike's attempt 

to shape his family fate. All the elements of Ike's heritage 

come together in this final scene in the wilderness: the 

brotherhood and sonship demanded by the covenant juxtaposed 

against the rejection of the black son, the brooding, 

sentient wilderness juxtaposed against the dishonored and 

tamed land. And it is the curse which seems to finally 

overwhelm the covenant. 

But even though this repetition of the McCaslin sin 

is startlingly harsh, it is really only the confirmation of 

the ending Ike has long expected. Even at eighteen—an the 

closing section of "The Bear"--when he tacitly acknowledged 

his inheritance from Sam, Ike knew the wilderness was doomed. 

When he was a young, married nan, long before this closing 

n,B Vn«r ha had lost even the one last wilderness scene, Ike knew no nau 

q T.vrib iin who would at least be hope of raising a son, a kcCas-in 
, n a .-, © -in haritanee he had repudia-

free of the regret and grief of tne mhe.lt.an 



e Yet there remains the value of Ike's own life. Ik 

Years that an individual man is surrounded 

end oaotered by circumstances he cannot change. Even the 

wilderness hunt contains its own doom. 

live f0d 5° Created the "orld for him to 
would have wanted to KvHTif °f VTOrld IIe 

a n t h  e ^ n e " t  ° ? *  ̂  W ° ° d s '  t h e ^ S e S  a n d ^ h ^ w a t e r .  
the dr®1?p ? E 1iVC ^ And RlaYbe He didn't put 
knew it ?? tunt,and kl11 SaMe in man but I reckon He 
teach t ? fomg to b? there, that man was going to 
yot--" (3i|.8) SinCe he wasn,t quite God Himself 

fn^n1Tt^1T-??th^herf: nan' and tho £ame he woulG follow and .ci 11, foreknowing it. I believe He said, 'So 
. , * ' He even foreknew-the end. But He 

saio, 1 will give him his chance. I will give him 
warning ana foreknowledge too, along with the desire to 
follow and the power to slay. The woods and fields he 
ravages and the game he devastates will be the conse
quence and signature of his crime and guilt, and his 
punishment.'" (349) 

But the fatalism that Ike feels concerning the final end of 

man and the wilderness does not remove the responsibility 

of a man for his acts. 

"There are good men everywhere, at all times. Most men 
are. Some are just unlucky, because most men are a 
little better than their circumstances give them a chance 
to be. And I've knoim some that even the circumstances 
couldn't stop." (345) 

And surely, if the "circumstances" do finally "stop" Ike, 

at least they have not kept him from making decisions 

knowingly and ethically. Even though he has been caught up 

in a fate he cannot significantly alter, even though the best 

part of his life--the hunt and his wilderness home and family--

is caught in a self-defeating spiral of destruction, the events 

J 
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of his life have an ethical meaning for him just as his first 

kill of a running buck did. Ike must live honorably in an 

indiiferent wilderness: he must a.lso live honorably in an 

indifferent, even hostile world. Ike has accepted respon

sibility for his acts in spite of the ultimate uncontrolla-

bility of his fate. 

Seen this way, his repudiation of the McCaslin inheri

tance is not a negative act but Ike's declaration of res

ponsibility. Even xvhen he hands the money to Tennie's Jim's 

granddaughter---the final corruption of Ike's wilderness home--

Ike refuses to be overwhelmed. lie refuses to bow to fata.lity 

even while fatality pushes in upon him. For, even in this 

bitter conclusion to his life, Ike remembers his dream of 

renewing the covenant. The horn. The horn. The horn 

"xjhich General Compson had left him in his will, covered 

with the unbroken skin from a buck's shank and bound with sil

ver. " 

"It's his. Take it." (362-3) 


